Wizard of Odds

Overview
This feisty wizard will give you an entire cauldron full of chances to win! A magical adventure full of fantastic
bonus games awaits you in Wizard of Odds! Whether it's through the wizard's hat, the magic cauldron or the
book of magic spells, winnings appear as if by magic!
Your aim is to land 5 identical symbols along a win line. Winning combinations start on the first reel to the left
of the machine and run along an active win line to the last reel on the right in the regular game. To win, the
symbols must lie next to each other without any other symbols between them. The Crystal Ball symbol replaces
all other symbols apart from the 3 bonus symbols.
Getting Started
Select the amount of credit you would like to take with you to the game upon entering Wizard of Odds. You
must then select your bet per line and number of active win lines that you would like to play with by using the
respective ‘+ / -’ symbols. You can spin the reels once by clicking on the 'Start' button. Click the 'Autostart'
button to trigger automatic spins and click the ‘Stop' button to stop automatic spins.
Click on the 'Paytable' button to go to the winnings overview. Here you can view the potential winnings for each
winning combination based on your current bet amount.
Gamble

It's double or nothing: The 'Gamble' button will appear as soon as you have a winning combination (see
Paytable). You have the possibility to double your winnings with the Gamble-Game. The odds of winning are
50:50. If you would like to gamble, simply click on the 'Gamble' button to start the 'Gamble' game. If you do not
want to gamble, just click on the 'Collect' button.
Cauldron Bonus
Land 3x "Cauldron" symbols on reels 1, 3 and 5 to trigger the Cauldron Bonus. Here you will brew a magical
potion full of winnings together with the wizard. Select a bottle, empty the contents into the cauldron and let
your winnings bubble over! You can continue selecting bottles until the wizard has finished chanting his spell.
You will then win the total sum awarded.
Wizard's Hat Bonus
The Wizard's Hat Bonus feature will start once you land 3 wizard's hat anywhere on reels 2, 4 and 5. Select a hat
and be awarded with a random number of free spins. Then select a second hat and receive a multiplier for your
free spins.
Book of Magic Spells Bonus
If the book of magic spells appears on the middle reels, it will trigger the Book of Magic Spells Bonus. As the
book opens, your bonus win amount will start climbing. The count will stop randomly. You can win up to 22x
your total bet.

